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JACK HOWARD—DOWNS HOUSE

Students, staff and the wider family of Gravesend Grammar School were deeply saddened to hear of the death of
Year 8 student, Jack Howard.
Jack was a very brave young man who fought his illness with determination and positivity. His impact will live on in
all of us who will cherish his smile and his ‘can do’ attitude.
Jack was immensely proud of his School and we are hugely proud of him.
In a relatively short time with us, Jack made a positive impression on so many people, both young and old. His life
was short but his legacy will live on in those who knew him.
Our thoughts are with his family at this most challenging of times.
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As we approach the end of two what
have been very busy—in one way very
sad and in another very lively, terms, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank our new Year 7s for the way that
they have begun to respond to some of
the new challenges available to them at
GGS. It was wonderful to see quite so
many students heavily involved in our
largely Lower School production of Elf
Jnr, and likewise to see so many students
attending the Carol Service at St George’s
Church who participated with enthusiasm and a highly appropriate degree of
concentration.
On the subject of music, we have very
generously been donated a grand piano

by Mrs Trixie Leyshon, in memory of her
late husband who was a well known local
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon at West
Hill, Joyce Green and finally at Darent
Valley Hospital where he was well known
for his knee surgery. He was also a
Gravesham Borough Councillor of many
years and a Parish Councillor for Meopham. Future generations of students
will benefit and it is already being heavily
used.

Our terms dates for 2017-2018 and 2018
-2019 are available both in this newsletter and on the website. Some of you
will notice that there is a slight change in
our normal pattern as we trial the idea of
having a two week break in October between Terms 1 and 2 and a slight shorter
break at Easter in the build up to public
exams.

May I take this opportunity of wishing
everyone the compliments of the season
As a School, we clearly reinforce the and I hope that you have a safe and
need for students to come to school and restful break.
not take holidays during term time,
whilst recognising that very occasionally, GSW
there will be exceptional circumstances.

STAFF NEWS

HEAD STUDENT REPORT

We said goodbye to two members of
support staff this term—Ms Jarrett in the
Canteen and Mrs Goldsmith who worked
on Assessment and Grade Cards. We
wish them both well for the future.

The first few months of any school year
are always ones of transition, and this
year has been no exception; Year 7s
adapt to the changes between primary
and secondary school, some Year 12
have joined from other schools and Y13
make visits to and attempt to imagine
life in a University, where they may be
studying and living for the next three
years of their life. It is the support we
receive in these uncertain circumstanc-

We also wish Ms Maxwell well as she
begins her maternity leave.

es that encapsulates the spirit of GGS,
particularly so in the last few weeks.
The school has become united in sympathy with the friends and family of
Jack Howard. As a school and as a community, we show that we can stand
together, especially in times of adversity.
Mete McCarthy
Deputy Head Student

Careers News
UCAS Season
is still in full
swing
with
approaching
90 applications sent and many early applicants having received offers already
including a current (and daily increasing)
cumulative total of 75 offers from Russell
Group Universities. As with previous
years, our students are applying for a
diverse range of courses including Law,
Medicine, Physics, Psychology, History,
Geography and Engineering. We are also
continuing to support former students
who are applying after a gap year spent
working or travelling.
For year 12 students the UCAS process
may seem a long way off however taking
plenty of time to prepare is always beneficial. To start this process, we have been
running career information sessions in
school to advise them of all the options
available after sixth form and to get them

thinking about what they can be working
on now to prepare themselves successfully. The next step in the school programme is the Higher Education evening
on 24th January for year 12 and their parents. Look out for a letter of invitation

place to start is the University of London Taster
Courses who offer free
courses at many of the
London Universities in a
wide range of subjects.
These courses are an
excellent way to test out if a particular
subject is right for you and to gain firsthand experience of university style
teaching. They also make an excellent
example for a personal statement. Bookings for courses in 2017 open on Thursday 5th January and as places fill up fast
on popular courses it is worth getting in
early. Another place to look for taster
courses is www.unitasterdays.com which
lists opportunities at universities nationally.

early in the New Year.
In particular, it is worth year 12 students Jenny Douse
looking at the taster courses on offer at a Careers
number of universities. One excellent (dousej@gravesendgrammar.eu )
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CHARITY
Our time as charity prefects may
have come to an end, but we can all
safely say we’re proud of what we’ve
done over the last year.
Over the past 12 months, we’ve
raised money for a multitude of local
and national good causes alike, ranging from Ellenor and Teenage Cancer
Trust to Movember (twice!) to one of
our most recent campaigns, in which
we raised money for one of our own
students, Jack Howard, with a nonuniform day and school disco. Most,
if not all of you are likely aware of
how much was raised by the students of Gravesend Grammar School,
in honour of our friend and classmate, but to be honest the amount
still shocks me every time I think of
it: over £6,400 was raised by the non
-uniform day alone, blowing our previous non-uniform day record out of
the water. Considering there are
around 6 every year, that is an incredible achievement; I feel it fit to
say that genuinely, in my 7 years at
this school, I have never felt prouder
to be a GGS student. The generosity
shown by the students, and indeed
parents, in honour of one of our
own, is quite frankly incredible. I’d
like to take this opportunity to thank
students, parents, local businesses
and everyone else who has helped
raise money for Jack.
This year has been an absolutely
spectacular one for charity at GGS.
We’ve raised so much money, not
just through non-uniform days, but
through quizzes, fêtes, sports events,
discos and so much more. While
young people these days are sometimes labelled as selfish or impulsive
or whatnot, I feel that this year we as
a school have not only disproven that
theory but obliterated it. Young people can make a difference, and we
have done exactly that, and every
member of the GGS community
ought to be very proud of the difference they have made.
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All four of us on this team agree that
our role this year has been a challenge. But even so, we’re all glad our
efforts have been worth something.
We’ve put considerable time and
effort into each one of our campaigns, whether that’s raising awareness of perhaps lesser-known charities or simply
fixing posters
to doors across
the school site
to
advertise
events and non
-uniform days.
At the end of the day, we’re all glad
we could make a difference: Rosie
with her Harvest Box campaign,
Charley with his hard work for
Movember,
Alice’s work
with keeping everyone aware
of
how
much their generosity is helping
those around us and indeed nationwide, and myself with the Jack Howard campaign, which went far better
than anyone could have predicted.
We’re all proud that we may have
helped change lives for the better,
and in
the process
we’ve
worked
on the
biggest
year of
fundraising
this school has ever seen.

that, despite our year being brilliant
for charity, this next 12 months is
going to be even bigger.
One last word from us: we’ve said it
before, time and time again, but we
really do mean it. Thank you so much
for the kindness and the selflessness
you’ve shown in helping us raise
money for our various charities over
the last year. Every penny is making a
difference, and while we are unable
to calculate the exact amount that
has been raised since we started,
let’s just say that it is probably
enough pennies to fill a classroom
from floor to ceiling and still have
enough left over to buy more stickon Movember moustaches than you
could ever possibly need. We’re
proud that we’ve made a difference
this year, and each and every person
reading this should be too, because
we couldn’t have made that difference without your help.
All that’s left to say now is again
thank you so much for helping make
this year such an incredible one for
charity at GGS, and good luck to Joe,
Masum and Bethany in the team this
year!
Alex Walker, Alice Sims, Rosie Caveney and Charley Nettleingham-Ryam
GGS Charity Prefects 2015-16
Quiz Night—raised £495 for Ben
Johnson Forget me Not Foundation
and £495 for Cancer Research
Movember raised £1,387
The Carol Service raised £329 for
the Ellenor

The new team has already assumed
their roles: Joe Paternoster, Masum
Rahman and Bethany Murray. Finn Christmas Jumper day raised £932
Robinson-Jones and I, on the head for
student team, met with them to help
get them ready for the year ahead
and we both noticed straight away
that all three looked eager and raring
to go. As such we are all confident
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MOVEMBER
As many of you know, throughout
November,
Gravesend
Grammar
School has run numerous events in
aid of The Movember Foundation. As
a collective, we have raised over
£1,400 for this amazing cause! This is
a fantastic amount of money, which
the Movember Foundation, will put
to good use. The Foundation’s work
on men’s health is hugely important.
Their work which aims to lift taboos
surrounding mental health and get
more men to seek help for their
physical or mental health, will ‘stop
men dying young’. The also contribute to their partner charities, which
help find cures for prostate and testicular cancer. The money we raised,
will help Movember to promote and
improve men’s health.
We, together, as a school, have
played a part in working towards the
Movember Foundation’s final goal of
‘Helping men live happier, healthier,
longer lives’. Firstly, Movember
Foundation sent out a guest speaker,
Farah, who presented a wonderful
assembly on the importance of men’s
health. I thank Farah and hope she
can return next Movember, as her
assembly was, according to staff and
students hugely informative. The
school also ran several PSHE sessions
for the year 11s, which highlighted
the important for testing for testicular and prostate cancers. The school
also ran Olympic Group sessions
about the role of a heathy mind, in a
healthy body which, allowed for all

the year groups to share their ideas,
and to hear the stories of others, to
raise awareness and understanding
for mental and physical health. Finally, the school’s non-uniform day,
which allowed all years to become a
MoBro for the day, with the stick-on
moustaches, which were sold to raise
money. Students and staff, expressed
their enthusiasm for the cause and
the charity prefect group I would like
to wish good luck to the new group, I
know the new team will continue our
work and continue to be Gravesend
Grammar School’s voice to local and
national charities. Once again, thank
you everyone and good luck to the
new Charity Prefect Team!
And the winner, as voted for by staff,
was:
helped spread the word about men’s
health. These events allowed the
school to raise a huge amount of
money, but also meant everyone
within the school was invited to consider their own relationship with
mental and physical wellbeing.
On behalf of the Charity Prefect
Team, I would like to say thank you
to everyone who donated; every
teacher who participated in no-shave
-November and every student who
got involved; from those who volun- …………….………Mr Haves!
teered with the moustache selling or
those who shared their stories. I Charley Nettleingham-Ryan
hope the money we raised can really
make a difference. And, on behalf of

LICENCE TO KILL
“You have a licence to drive, NOT a licence to kill”. This is a phrase that will
stick with my Year 13 peers and I for a
long, long time after we experienced the
production designed to improve driver
awareness, appreciation and safety. We
arrived at Woodville Halls, in the company of several other schools, not completely aware of how great an effect the
event would have on us. During the production, several individuals who were
either directly or indirectly involved in
such tragic car accidents recounted their
horrors to us. There was a common
theme evident: negligence. At our age of
GGS Newsletter

18, we’re encompassed with such a feeling of joy, delight and freedom when we
get our first car that we can be guilty of
not acknowledging the responsibility it
puts in our hands; our lives and the lives
of our friends. However, the shocks that
we were greeted with and the disparity
of the events that were recollected made
such an impact, that a greater sense of
responsibility was undoubtedly, regardless of how big it was, instilled in everybody in that theatre. Being greeted by a
survivor really put into perspective how
anyone of us could be a victim within
seconds of inattention. It’s a scary

thought, and such a thought made us all
leave that theatre as wiser drivers, passengers and people.
I would like to say a huge thank you to
the production crew of ‘Licence to Kill’,
as they may have saved a life by sharing
their atrocities with us. As saddening as
it was to hear, it will have helped some
of us be able to experience more moments of happiness in the future.
Bobby Suman 13UD3
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GGS TO OPEN COMBINED CADET FORCE (ROYAL NAVY) UNIT
The School
is
very
pleased to
announce
that we will
shortly be opening a CCF (RN) unit.
Years 9 and 10 have recently had an
assembly by the Royal Navy to outline
the opportunities available to them.

For those who don't know much about
the scheme, there are CCF contingents
in over 350 secondary schools all over
the UK, offering young people a broad
range of challenging, exciting, adventurous and educational activities. The
aim is to enable the development of
personal responsibility, leadership and
self-discipline.

Staff begin training in January and the
unit will be opening on 24th April. We
will have an official launch in the summer, more details will follow nearer the
time.

In addition to the annual camps held at
Dartmouth, Portsmouth and in Scotland,
there are over a hundred courses to
choose from throughout the year, many
leading to nationally-recognised qualifications. As well as the afloat activities,
cadets can do scuba diving, mountain
biking, rock climbing, leadership, first
aid, skiing, flying, shooting, and there is
even a band course for budding musicians. These courses are sponsored by
the Navy and therefore cost a fraction of
the civilian equivalent. There are also
frequent opportunities to visit naval
establishments such as Portsmouth Naval Dockyard and ships.

The Royal Navy currently sponsors 143
CCF sections throughout the UK. Afloat
training is the defining activity of the
Naval Cadet Forces. The Royal Navy proficiency syllabus bases its training emphasis on leadership, afloat activities
If anyone has any questions about the
and adventurous training.
CCF, they should contact Mrs Warner
CNW
(warnerc@gravesendgrammar.eu)

RCS SUTURING SESSION
Choosing a career in medicine means
signing up for years of hard work, dedication and absolute focus. It also brings
with it some very tough decisions! Some
of these may include choosing the right
university for you, choosing which entry
test to do or even deciding whether
medicine is really the right profession
for you.
A 90 minute session kindly put together
by one of the oldest and most prestigious surgical institutes, the Royal College
of Surgeons, attempts to answer some
of these very important questions for
aspiring medics like myself and other
aspiring medics in Year 11 and Year 12.
Informative talks from 3 very enthusiastic doctors as well as the head of re-

struments and a needle with suture
attached. The doctors were very helpful
in guiding us throughout every step of
the suturing process and videos were
also up on the board as further reference. It was an extremely enjoyable
experience that allowed many of us to
perform our first surgical technique and
by the end we proudly came out of the
room having sutured up a wound and
learned something new.
ing our GCSEs to becoming a consultant
in a chosen speciality. The doctors
shared some of their personal stories on
how they applied for medicine and how
for some, medicine was an easy subject
choice to make however for others the
choice was not quite as straight forward. I found these anecdotes very useful as it highlighted some of the hurdles
that I may have to overcome when it
comes to my application and how these
problems can be solved.

However, the session was not only
based on the application process for
medicine but also a sneak peek into the
world of surgery through a suturing
masterclass. For those who are not
aware of what suturing is, much like Finally, I would like to send a massive
myself before I googled it prior to the thank you to the Royal College of Sursession, it is a method used to close geons as well as the school for organiswounds using stitches. We didn’t use ing such an event. It was a truly eye
real patients for the session, obviously opening experience which further
given our lack of practice in a skill which fuelled my ambitions to one day berequires lots of training to master. In- come a fully qualified doctor.
search at the Royal College of Surgeons stead, we used a foam board which had
allowed us to better understand the a large incision for us to practice our Shadwan Sehtab UH3
timeline of an aspiring medic, from do- suturing skills on using two surgical inGGS Newsletter
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REMEMBRANCE DAY

On
Friday
11th
November
2016, Head Student Ashraf Ali, Deputy Head Student, Rosie Caveney,
Year 12 students Abigail Clark and
Matthew McDermott were accompanied by Mr Matthew Ward to the
Denton Remembrance day service.
Notable people who were in attendance were The Mayor, Councillor G
Goaty and local Reverend G Herbet.
The service was to honour the fallen

of the local
Parish during
the First World
War.
The
Gravesend
Grammar
School
students laid a
rose each to
commemorate
the death of an
individual from
the
Parish. Following
this, Ashraf Ali and Rosie Caveney
laid a poppy wreath on behalf of the
school, and all in attendance sung
the National Anthem. It was a memorable and significant service to honour the 13 men whose names can be
found engraved on the Denton memorial, Lower Range Road.
The service was an emotional reminder of the sacrifice these soldiers
made for their country during the

First World War.
Particularly poignant for our students
was laying a rose in commemoration
of Leslie Lund, a pupil of Gravesend
Grammar School, formerly known as
the Gravesend Municipal Day School,
from 1903 who was killed in action in
France in September 1915.
The History Department has put together a commemorative website
with information on all of the students from the school who lost their
lives during World War One. This has
only been possible with the support
offered to us from Mrs Nurdin and
Linda Sullivan who undertook hours
of research so that we could piece
together the stories of our fallen. The website is continually updated as new information comes to light
and can be found at
https://
ourfallen.gravesendgrammar.eu
Abigail Clark UH3

DUKE OF EDINBURGH
inburgh. The DofE has been celebrating its Diamond Anniversary in
style, with many high-profile events
taking place nationally and internationally.

On Thursday, 24 November, I was
invited to attend a Service of
Thanksgiving at Westminster Abbey
to celebrate the Diamond Anniversary of The Duke of Edinburgh's
Award.
2016 has been a huge year for the
DofE, as it has been 60 years since
its establishment by the Duke of EdGGS Newsletter

Schofield, Charley Boorman and
Alastair Stewart just to name a few).
To top all this off, the service of
Thanksgiving was also attended
by Her Majesty The Queen, His Royal
Highness The Duke of Edinburgh and
Their Royal Highnesses The Earl and
Countess of Wessex. It was undoubtedly a humbling opportunity to be
able to meet so many high-profile
supporters.

In addition, in celebration of the anniversary, the DofE has encouraged
anyone to take part in the once-in-alifetime Diamond Challenge. In order
to complete the Diamond Challenge,
participants need to raise at least
£60 (£1 for every year since the DofE
I would like to take this opportunity
began) and take part in a personal
to thank and congratulate all of the
challenge.
students who have achieved their
The church service was most defi- Bronze, Silver and Gold Awards over
nitely an once-in-a-lifetime experi- the years; the staff who have helped
ence. On the day, I was incredibly with the running of the DofE at the
honoured and privileged to meet school; and the parents for their
many other like-minded people, in- continuous support.
cluding the Chief Executive of the
I am already looking forward to the
DofE, Peter Westgarth; DofE Gold
65th (Blue Sapphire) and the 70th
Award Holders; DofE adult volun(Platinum) anniversaries!
teers and celebrities (Phillip
KKP
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK!
New York has often been described as
the global capital of the world. During the
October half term 39 other GGS students
and I got the chance to fly across the
pond and experience the ‘concrete jungle’ for ourselves…and it was truly epic.
We began our journey in New York, and
went on to the purpose-built capital city
of the United States, Washington D.C. via
Philadelphia. Our first day in New York
was jam-packed and began with a combined coach and walking tour of the
whole city. We learnt a number of things
about New York’s history, such as the fact
that when under Dutch occupation the
city was called New Amsterdam and then
New Orange before the English name of
New York stuck. Furthermore, the tour
guide often reminded us that New York
was the original capital city of the United
States, long before Washington D.C. was
even built. The tour took us all around
the major sights of the city including
Times Square, Battery Park, a view of Ellis
Island, the Freedom Tower, Wall Street
and we experienced the overwhelming
nature of the 9/11 memorial for the first
time. At the site the tour guide explained
what she remembered from the day,
rushing back to the city with her friend
whose husband worked in a building
close to the towers. She went on to describe the death of Stephan Gerard Siller
who died at the age of 34. The 11th September was his day off work but he left
home nonetheless, running across the
blocked off tunnel into the city, so that he
could help the rescue efforts and tragically perished as the second tower collapsed. The story was an emotional one
but we went on with the day remembering those who had bravely died saving
other people’s lives.
We then travelled to world-renowned
department store, Macy’s, for an engaging and informative business talk, followed by a trip on the Ellis Island ferry, to
the Statue of Liberty. The trip was a very
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cold one but the photo opportunities of
both the city and the statue were
astounding and worth the sacrifice! We
then ended the day with even more remarkable but just as cold photo opportunities at Top of the Rock where we experienced the beauty of New York at night.

is of particular significance, because it is
where the all-powerful Constitution of
the United States was written. At this
point politics students split from the
group to visit the National Constitution
Center, which turned out to be a very
engaging experience despite expectations
from the group – and even consisted of
selfies with some of the founding fathers!
After our visit to Philadelphia we travelled on to Washington DC the capital city
of the United States. The city, masterminded and designed by George Washington, was majestic and imposing. During a walking tour of the city, each building had a specific purpose and was grandly built with Greek style influences, it truly felt like the beating heart of the American political system and as a student of
American politics, actually being outside
the White house, the supreme court and
the capitol building, things we had often
spoken about, was surreal. After a meal
in the Hard
Rock Café we
returned to
our rooms,
all of which
had an aweinspiring
view of the
city.

The second day began with a ‘Tastes and
Tenements’ walking tour of the city
which took us through all the different
influences immigrants had had on New
York’s cuisine, be that Dutch, Jewish, Chinese, Irish and Italian – just to name a
few! We then returned to the 9/11 Memorial Museum to learn more about the
events of 2001 and those affected, including the perspectives from the USA’s
most prominent politicians at the time
such as President George W. Bush and
former mayor of New York, Rudy Giuliani.
After the sombreness of the museum, we
took a trip up to the top of the aptly
named ‘Freedom Tower’ the tallest building of the new partially re-built world
trade center. The tower stands at an eyewatering 1776m tall, an ode to the year
the American War of Independence officially began. We then went to an ice
hockey game between the New York Islanders and the Montreal Canadians. A
closely fought match, the Canadians
edged victory, beating the Islanders 3 – 2
at home, however, the atmosphere re- On our final
mained electric.
day we visited the White
Our penultimate day in the city started
House musewith the trip to the Federal Reserve Bank,
um, learning about the diets of previous
famed for its gold bullion, where we were
Presidents and about the improvements
each handed a bag containing $100. Uneach President has made to the White
fortunately the banknotes were shredded
House including Barack Obama, who inbut it was a nice gesture nonetheless!
stalled a bee-hive. At this point my colThe rest of the day was spent shopping in
leagues and I discussed what improvethe glorious New York rain, on the faments Mrs Clinton would make that she
mous Fifth avenue, followed by ‘Chicago’
didn’t get round to last time she lived in
on Broadway, a ‘must-do’ for any tourist
the White House—little did we know we
in New York.
were experiencing the last few days of
Our final day in the city commenced by pre-Trump America. After a trip that was
us leaving the United States and entering truly full to the brim, we headed back to
the United Nations for a truly insightful the airport to escape the US before the
tour of the organisation’s international election, disappointed that one day we
headquarters. After returning to US terri- were in sunny Washington DC and the
tory, we popped into Central Park Zoo next back in foggy Gravesend. The trip
and then finished the day ice-skating.
was absolutely unforgettable and we
thank Mrs Winnett, Mr Townsend, Mr
The next morning, we ventured to the
Jesson and Ms Maxwell for all their hard
nation’s capital first crossing into the
work putting this amazing trip together!
state of New Jersey and then into Pennsylvania, for our stopover in Philadelphia. Jeevan Sidhu UT3
As an A Level Politics student Philadelphia
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COMPUTER SCIENCE IN ACTION
On Thursday 24
November, the
Computing cohort wound its
way through the
countryside and
arrived via a
short train journey at St Pancras International Station.
A carefully planned walk took us to UCL,
Institute of Education, where we arrived
in good time to take our seats for the
Computer Science In Action Conference
2016. The venue was big enough to
accommodate a large contingent of
Sixth Form students from all over the
south east and London.

floor, including his opinions on the TOR
browser, crypto-currency and the dark
web.
The second speaker was Prof Leslie
Goldberg (University of Oxford), discussing algorithmic complexity and the P vs
NP debate. This topic is a component of
the A-level syllabus, so the opportunity
to hear such a a knowledgeable person
was valuable, more so to the Y13 students who'd had the opportunity to
discuss this in class already. The idea of
execution time for large volumes of data
was used as an introduction, before Prof
Goldberg explained why draughts is an
inherently difficult board game to force
a win. Once again, there were some
excellent questions from the floor about
There were a variety of speakers from quantum computing and if it would redifferent fields and their intention was duce the huge computational tasks that
to disseminate their findings, either exist for some problems.
from work or via research. Each speaker
was strictly rationed for time to ensure Our third speaker was considered to be
that all the talks proceeded according to the most inspirational by our Sixth Form
the agenda.
students. Dr Abigail Hutty is involved
with the ExoMars Rover Project. Her
First up, was the author and BBC securi- topic of discussion was the engineering
ty correspondent, Gordon Corera, who required to go and visit the red planet,
gave us his experiences of the fasci- with all of its inherent dangers, from
nating world of hacking, surveillance landing at the wrong location, such that
and digital espionage. He started a long you have no atmosphere to slow you
way back and then went through the down, to the radiation and thermal
history of spying quite quickly before shielding required for all the electronics.
arriving at Alan Turing's work and the Even cleaning the equipment is a hazimpact of the Morris worm (1988) and ardous process making use of hydrogen
worries of the US Government about peroxide or baking to remove all organic
the internet not being based upon secu- material, a vital step if you're searching
rity protocols. He dwelt on Eric Snow- for life!
den's revelations have shaken the
world's perceptions on where and when Dr Conor McBride from the University of
encryption should take place. What Strathclyde was quite a different style of
followed were open questions from the presenter. His appearance and accent

meant that he certainly captured your
attention, but the topic (functional programming) is difficult at the best of
times. Negotiating sentences which had
3-2-3 trees (try it in your best Northern
Irish accent) meant the audience struggling to keep up. The concepts are new
to the Computer Science syllabus this
year, so getting a glimpse into the practical programming (including mathematical calculus via functional programming) before covering the theory was
useful.
The last speaker was Prof Sir Nigel Shadbolt (University of Oxford) who expressed his views on artificial intelligence. At the end of a conference, the
speaker has to command gravitas and
he certainly did, currently serving as an
advisor to the government. His background in philosophy and psychology
means that his approach is different to
what the audience may have expected.
The obvious question about a generic AI
was asked: would it arrive soon? Not
really, and he gave evidence to support
his reasons. I suspect some of the students will do their best to prove him
wrong!
It was an interesting day with questions
which demonstrated how involved students are with the topics. The field is
changing so very quickly and to hear
from those in the know was definitely
worthwhile.
AS

A LEVEL MATHS
THE CURIOUS COINCIDENCE
OF MATHS IN THE DAY-TIME
At the end of last month, 30 Year 12 and
13 maths students headed in to London
for a theatre show, with a slight twist.
The Curious Coincidence of Maths in the
Daytime was a mathematical take on
the bestselling book, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time. The
book centres around the story of Christopher Boone, a 15 year-old student
GGS Newsletter

who has Asperger’s syndrome. Christopher sees maths as a way to understand
the world around him, the patterns and
objective truths mean he knows quite a
lot about maths, but not very much
about human beings.
The show was run by the Maths Inspiration team and looked at the maths Christopher talks about in the book. They
touched on trigonometric waves and
their relation to sound and signing,
patterns involving cube numbers (one of

the hosts asked the audience to cube
any 2 digit number, then amazed us
with his ability to work out the original
number in a matter of seconds when
given the cubed number), and included
a small performance from members of
the actual show itself. It was an excellent afternoon enjoyed by all.
ASG
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GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS STUDENTS
VISIT THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
We were dropped off at Parliament
Square quite early and this allowed us to
look at the famous statues of politicians
such as Nelson Mandela, Sir Winston
Churchill, David Lloyd-George, Mahatma
Ghandi, Benjamin Disraeli and Abraham
Lincoln.
On the way to the Houses of Parliament,
I spotted Chris Grayling who was running
late for PMQ’s. After we went through
security, we had to put all our phones,
cameras and bags in a container as no
electrical equipment is allowed in the
Chambers. We had to cross a road and
then we were in the Palace where we
climbed a few dozen steps before we
were finally in the heart of the Palace.
We were split into two groups; my group
went and spectated in the House of
Commons first. We witnessed a Labour
MP propose a bill for plastic surgery and
it is due a second reading in March.
Many in my group expressed their concern that John Bercow, the speaker, was
talking to people and not actually listening to what the Right Honourable member was proposing. The most famous
person in the chamber was Ken Clarke,
who was Chancellor of the Exchequer
under John Major.
After our trip into the Commons we
were not allowed to go in Lords as they
were scheduled to have a debate, so the
chamber was closed for security reasons.
Instead we went back to the first ever
chamber of Parliament, the place where
Suffragettes chained themselves to statues, where Oliver Cromwell and John
Pym sat – important figures in the English Civil War and against the Personal
Rule of Charles I between 1629 and
1640. We walked to the oldest part of
the Palace which is rumoured to be
where the first ever Parliament sat in
1265.
However, most believe the most interesting part of the tour was when we
went into an interactive room and we
learned about the Commons, the Lords
and the role of the Monarch. We had to
sit on opposing chairs as a blue team and
a red team. I was elected as the leader
of the blue team and Olly Baker was
elected as the leader of the red team.
GGS Newsletter

We both proposed bills, mine was: persons of the age of sixteen should be allowed to buy alcohol, Olly’s was to increase security on trains. Wojtek Wilkanowski was announced as the Speaker,
and he enjoyed saying ‘Order’ like John
Bercow does. There was a neck and
neck debate which was full of ups and
downs. For my bill, the most common
arguments were that people use fake IDs
to buy alcohol anyway and it would increase accidents on the road. However,
it came down to one vote: unfortunately, one person from the blue team broke
his party’s line and voted against the
proposal. As there was an equal amount
of people on both teams, no one had a
majority vote, so it went down to a game
of Rock, Paper, Scissors! I won. We then
had a quiz about the Commons and the
Lords and how well it has functioned in
the last year. Some of the facts were
very surprising such as the Government
were defeated 66 times in the House of
Lords within the last year—this is because the Government do not have a
majority in the House of Lords.

find out for whom he had voted, and
endorsed, in the Conservative leadership
election, and finally I found out that he
supported Andrea Leadsom MP. The
questions were mostly to do with life in
his office and how they got to work
there. People from all different backgrounds can work in the office of MPs
and there are a lot of debates about government proposals. However, all of the
people in his office are a member of, or
do support, the Conservative Party as it
would be impractical to support a different party than their employer. Currently, the biggest project Mr Holloway is
working on is to stop the government
from giving the green light to building
the Option C of the Lower Thames Crossing as it would have a big impact on his
constituency and his constituents, both
positive and negative. Overall it was a
very enjoyable day and I would like to
thank the brilliant Mr Townsend for organising the trip, whose youthful enthusiasm for the subject is an inspiration to
me and to others in the class, and to
Miss Maxwell for ably assisting.

After the interactive stage, our MP, Ad- Jacob Hatch 12UD3
am Holloway, had organised some of his
assistants to answer our questions. Mr
Holloway was, unfortunately for us, in
Ukraine on a trip for the Department of
Foreign Affairs. I had tried for months to
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LANGUAGES
Girton College, Cambridge was the destination for two Year 11 dual-linguists, Alfie Penton (11C) and William Cronin (11T), on Friday, 21st October; thank you to Mrs. Penton for being the chauffeur! They had been accepted on to the Year 10/11 Modern Languages’ Taster Day, which was over-subscribed and should be proud of being selected to attend.
Feedback from Girton College was that the day was hugely successful, with academics commenting on how wonderful and engaged
all the students who attended were, and how friendly, articulate and confident they were throughout the day.
Alfie Penton has written some thoughts about his experience.
VAL

My trip to Cambridge
University was incredible, Girton College was
extremely beautiful and
reminded me of castles
from films. The day began with a speech that
included where languages could take
you in the world of work and how learning them benefits you in the long run.

tential for anyone to travel the world
and be able to communicate with the
local people.
My first workshop of the day focussed
on the Spanish Civil War; I learnt about
Pablo Picasso and his depiction of the
war in his painting "Guernica", showing
the destruction of the Basque country in
the early 20th century. My second and
final workshop was Italian, where I
learnt basic phrases and was told about
The talk very much opened my eyes to the etymology of many English words
the possibilities that languages can give such as "Paparazzi" and "Caricature".
you. It also highlighted how Modern
Foreign Languages can bring entire na- The day concluded with a talk by current
tions together, and can unlock the po- Cambridge students, who changed my

opinion on going
to university, and
emphasised how
exciting
their
years
abroad
were. The day
was quite interesting and adjusted my perception of aiming
to go to university in the future.
Alfie Penton 11C(

COLOURS AWARDS

Just some of our Colours Award winners
The annual School Colours Awards, rec- Stage which is something they can wear
ognising excellence in Art, Drama, Music with pride around school.
and Sport took place on Thursday 1st
It is important that we are able to recogDecember.
nise all achievements; this is easier to
It was another excellent evening show- quantify in Sport, so please contact Mr
casing the many talents of students at Burton (burtons@gravesendgrammar.eu) if
Gravesend Grammar School across all your son or daughter gains representayear groups. All students were awarded tive honours in any sport. If they gain
a badge or tie dependent on their Key recognition outside of school for their
GGS Newsletter

Art (Mrs Sutton), Drama (Mrs Lee-Grey)
or Music (Mr G Annable) please contact
the relevant Subject Leader.
suttona@gravesendgrammar.eu
lee-greyc@gravesendgrammar.eu
annableg@gravesendgrammar.eu
SAB
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ONE MARATHON, ONE QUIZ AND MANY THANK YOUS!
New York, New York! ……the destination
for my sister and I at the start of November, the weekend before the triumphant Trump became PresidentElect….and the song we heard with
Frank Sinatra’s dulcet tones on a cold
Sunday, but bright and sunny morning.
Electric, the word one could use to describe the atmosphere at the start line
of New York Marathon over on Staaten
Island, after being driven by bus at 6am
from Bryant Park, to join the 50,000
runners taking part in the 2016 New
York Marathon. Many of us were running for charities, and many people
were dressed up to make the cheers we
received en route even louder.
Such great support, shouts of ‘Lewis’
and great music
to listen to, as
we ran the 26.2
miles through
the five boroughs of New
York, with a
surprising number
of
inclines….. who
knew New York
wasn’t flat?!
We were running in aid of
Cancer Research
UK, to help boost funds for the amazing
and clever research they do, and consequent improvements the research can
make for kinder, less painful treatment
to folks with cancer, for which we are
grateful.
We would like to thank the many spon-

sors
via
the
staffroom
notice
board and
the online
Justgiving
Page. We
are
already at
well over
£2000,
and

Ali Chapman for arranging the prize
from Corinthian Golf Club, to Adrian at
No 84 Tea Shop at Echo Square,
Michelle Garratt for her kind wine donation, and the kind and generous parents
of students at our school who have donated the wine raffle prizes via Reception – I would dearly love to thank you
in person, but there was no name
attached to the donations. Thank you,
too, to Ms Pasini for the wonderful
cakes she made and donated, and to
our term of wonderful 6th formers who
helped with the setting up through the
day and marking and organising things
on the evening.
Thank you, too, for all those who are
attending the quiz in aid of Cancer Research UK and the Ben Johnson, ForgetMe-Not Foundation, which was set up in
the memory of Ben Johnson, who was a
student at Gravesend Grammar School .
It is a fund-raising charity run on a purely voluntary basis, with the aim of supporting individuals, their families and
carers that are, or have been, affected
by blood cancers. ‘Ben’s Day’ will be
held on 28th May 2017 at Gravesend
Rugby Club (Fun Run or Walk).
www.bensfoundation.co.uk.
I cannot thank you enough, my friends,
family and colleagues, for support over
the past Lewis year, and indeed, to the
students I teach for their humour and
kindness; it’s been a challenge, but has
been all the easier with you all about.

counting…. I say counting, as the charity
quiz is due to take place, and already
many friends and colleagues, students
and parents have pledged their support.
Thank you, firstly, to Dave Collins, the
splendid quiz master, who kindly reduced his rate for my third charity quiz.
Secondly, thank you to the Head boy
team, and prefects’ team, especially
Bobby Suman for all their support in
promoting and help in setting up and
running the quiz.
Thank you, too, to all the local businesses for their generosity in providing raffle
prizes.
Mr and Mrs Munns from Munns of
Gravesend on Windmill Street, Pal and
Del Dhell from Blush Beauty near the
Clock Tower, Mr Lester Banks at the
Three Daws, Gino at Caesar’s Italian
Restaurant, Afshan Sherwani from
Singh’s vegetarian restaurant near the
Clock Tower, Shelinder Bhurji and Faye
from the Egg-free Cake Box also near VAL
the Clock Tower, Eve Grant from Boots,
Justine Hackett and Megan from Tesco,

CHRISTMAS MATHS CHALLENGE

MATHS CHALLENGE

1.

Can you find a way to move only two of the
Post-It notes to make both rows equal?

2.

Can you do it by moving just one Post-It note?

On Monday 7th November, a
team of four gifted mathematicians from the Sixth Form were
entered into the annual Senior
Team Maths Challenge where
we were quizzed on our mathematical knowledge and teamwork. After a disappointing
first round only scoring 18/60,
we were left disheartened.
Nonetheless we proceeded in
the challenge to come 5th (out
of 18 teams), scoring almost
perfect scores in the last two
rounds. Congratulations to

Answer on back page
GGS Newsletter
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Roshan Birdi, Daniel Hatt,
Samraj Chahal and Rhys De
Gruchy for making a monumental comeback in this year’s
Senior Team Maths Challenge!
Samraj Chahal US1
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TARGET 2.0 CHALLENGE
On Friday 25th November, Mr Poon and
four Year 13 Economics students (L to R:
Alex Walker, Ryan Spellacey, Tommy
Barrett and Will Hoiles) travelled to the
Village Urban Resort in Maidstone for
the Bank of England's Target 2.0 Challenge. The challenge involved setting the
current monetary policy in the United
Kingdom in order to achieve the target
inflation rate of 2%.
The challenge involved a 15-minute
presentation to the panel of judges
which included a Senior Analyst in Sterling Markets, and the Bank of England's
Agent for the South East and East Anglia. The team worked hard over terms 1
and 2 to create a presentation that provided recommendations for the level of
interest rates and asset purchasing, by
assessing four areas of the economy domestic demand, financial markets,
international markets and the UK's fiscal
outlook.

The presentation itself was
incredibly challenging, as we
had to provide
such great detail in limited
time, followed
by a policy recommendation.
We chose to
keep interest
rates at 0.25% and to maintain Asset
Purchasing at its current level, to help
the economy settle again after the vote
to leave the EU, and the shock result of
the US presidential election. The Q&A
session that followed was highly demanding, including a question about the
secondary channels of the transmission
mechanism of interest rates and what
we would do in current turbulent times
to improve the economy in the long run.

On the whole, the competition was a
thorough test of economic knowledge
and presentation skills, with one of the
best performances from GGS students
that Mr Poon had seen in his years of
running the competition. Unfortunately,
we didn't achieve winners or runners up
- places below this weren't revealed, so
let's assume we came third...
Ryan Spellacey UC3

ELF JNR
To a full house
every night for
three nights,
having been
preceded by a
matinee performance to
pupils
from
Whitehill and
Wrotham
Road Primary
Schools, the
cast, crew and
musicians of Elf Jnr threw themselves wholeheartedly into this
year’s production of Elf Jnr. Set in the North Pole and New
York, Buddy (played enthusiastically by George Martin) is surprised to find that he is not an Elf after all but a human. He
journeys to New York to find his real family, only to discover
they don’t believe in Santa. Determined to win over his family
and help them remember the true meaning of Christmas, Bud-

dy hinders and helps his
cause. As in all the best
stories of Christmas, all is
well in the end and Buddy
finds Jovie, and his family
and restores their faith in
Christmas.
With surprise cameo appearances from Mr Wybar,
Dr Gogarty and Mr Fotheringham as the fake Santa,
the audience had a thoroughly entertaining evening, supported by the PTA
who manned the bar and
served mulled wine, mince
pies and cupcakes.
HJH

During the Elf production the audience had the
chance to guess how many plastic cups were used
to make the snowman, used during the performance. There were 379 cups and the winner was
Dave Jordan, who guessed a very close 378. Mr
Jordan is now the proud owner of the snowman
and a musical tin of biscuits!
Well done to all who attempted the challenge.

GGS Newsletter
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LONDON FISHING EXPERIMENT
On 15th October GGS entered the
London Fishing Experiment. This is
an experiment to see how good the
water is and what species of fish are
living in the Thames. Although it was
wet and rainy and not nice weather,
it was still a lot of fun. We all learnt
how to set up our rods and put the
bait on it even though the worms
were disgusting!

team only caught two fish and a
crab. Many other professionals
caught a range of other fish too. Out
of the three schools we were competing against, we came second;
beaten by a girls’ school who caught
a fish and an eel. Our team were myself, Sam Filmer, Patrick Dixon and
James Shonhard. Our ‘teacher in
command’ was Mr Newman.

went and ate a very posh dinner
with Mayor and others who had
been going there for many years.
After dinner everyone was awarded
a badge if it was their first time and
everyone else got a badge with
‘2016’ on. Every year you go, you can
add them altogether. It was a great
experience and I hope to be selected
to attend next year.

We all enjoyed it even though our After the fishing competition, we all Sam Hiskett 9T

BIOLOGY FIELDTRIP
Biology is a subject where often studying living things and the environment can be a difficult thing to picture and understand. Therefore, to
help
improve
their
under-

standing and practical abilities back
in November a number of Y13 students embarked on their first biology
field trip, to Flatford Mill in Essex.
Here the students were to start and
work on their ecology practical skills
to assess how different aspects of an
environment can influence the types
of organisms living there. On the first
day the focus was around how pollution affected the organisms living in
an environment. Here we had the
first opportunity to get our hands
dirty and start developing our field
GGS Newsletter

work techniques. These techniques included sampling techniques using pond nets and
also environmental testing
equipment that provided us
with new methods of testing
abiotic and biotic factors in an
environment. After this sampling and analysis, we had time
to relax and discuss the things
we had learnt throughout the
day. On the second day we
headed off-site to a local saltmarsh, Holbrook, to assess how the
environment changes over time and
due to an abiotic factor. Here the
ground was boggy and after one of
us had a scare with getting stuck we
all realised the nature of the environment. Once again here we were sampling the environment using our
newly developed and improved sampling techniques, with the results
clearly showing how the environment developed and changed over
time to support more complex species succession. Later in the evening
on day two, the tutors showed us a
new way to represent the date
through kite diagrams. This was useful as often in our practice papers
kite diagrams had been used to show
the effect of the environment on spe-

cies. Finally, on day three we were
allowed to plan, conduct and investigate our own questions about the
environment. This was good as we
were given the opportunity to investigate our own questions that we had
generated throughout the visit. Overall the experience and food, especially food, was good and worthwhile
when taking in the bigger picture of
ecology and developing our learning
in Biology.
CC
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GRAVESEND GRAMMAR SCHOOL TERM DATES - 2017 - 2018
Term

Start
Monday, 4th September 2017

Finish

Days

Staff INSET

Term 1

Tuesday, 5th September 2017
Friday, 20th October 2017
rd
Holiday: 10 days - Monday, 23 October – Friday, 3rd November 2017

34 days

Term 2

Monday, 6th November 2017
Tuesday, 19th December 2017
th
Holiday: 11 days - Wednesday, 20 December 2017 – 3rd January 2018 (three Bank Holidays)

32 days

Term 3

Thursday, 4th January 2018
Thursday, 8th February 2018
Holiday: Six days – Friday, 9th February – Friday, 16th February 2018

26 days

Term 4

Monday, 19th February 2018
Thursday, 29th March 2018
Holiday: Six days – Friday, 30th March (Good Friday) – Friday, 6th April 2018(two Bank Holidays)

29 days

Term 5

Monday, 9th April 2018
Friday, 25th May 2018
th
Holiday: Five days - Monday, 28 May – Friday, 1st June 2018 (one Bank Holiday)

34 days

Term 6

Monday, 4th June 2018

35 days
190 days

Friday, 20th July 2018

Summer Holiday: Monday, 23rd July – Wednesday, 29th August 2018

GRAVESEND GRAMMAR SCHOOL TERM DATES - 2018 - 2019
Term

Start
Wednesday, 29th August 2018

Finish

Days

Staff INSET

Term 1

Thursday, 30th August 2018
Friday, 19th October 2018
Holiday: 10 days - Monday, 22nd October – Friday, 2nd November 2018

37 days

Term 2

Monday, 5th November 2018

32 days

Tuesday, 18th December 2018

Holiday: 13 days – Wednesday, 19th December 2018 – Friday, 4th January 2019 (three Bank Holidays)
Term 3

Monday, 7th January 2019
Thursday, 14th February 2019
th
Holiday: Six days - Friday, 15 February – Friday, 22nd February 2019

29 days

Term 4

Monday, 25th February 2019
Friday, 12th April 2019
th
Holiday: Seven days - Monday, 15 April – Tuesday, 23rd April 2019 (two Bank Holidays)

35 days

Term 5

Wednesday, 24th April
Friday, 24th May
th
Holiday: Five days - Monday, 27 May – Friday, 31st May 2019 (one Bank Holiday)

22 days

Term 6

Monday, 3rd June 2019

35 days

Friday, 19th July

Summer Holiday: Monday, 22nd July – Wednesday, 28th August 2019 (NB: provisional)

GGS Newsletter
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MATCH REPORTS
RUGBY
U12 RUGBY
This year has seen huge numbers at
training, brilliant effort and great improvement from all players involved. It
has been a pleasure to coach this group
of young men. Year 7 have only got a
handful of club players, which meant
that the vast majority of players were
learning the game from scratch together.
The players who had experience were
keen to help their team mates, which is
great. Mr Haves, Mrs Warner and myself
relished the challenge and the boys' attitude was superb. We spent the first 6
weeks training as the ground was too
hard for matches, which would have put
off some squads, but the players continued to hone their skills and learn the
game.
Our first game was against Beths Grammar School at home on the First XV
pitch, what a place to start! We put out
two teams and won one game and lost
one game. The effort, determination and
commitment was superb, and a stand
out performance from Isaac Tokura
showed Beths they were in for a tough
game. Our next game came against
Beths but this time away. We had spent
two weeks working on defence and handling which paid off. We drew both
games and showed real improvement,
with a Man of the Match performance
from Brandon Spalding.
The following games again Ravenswood,
Wallington Country Grammar School,
Maidstone Grammar School and Rochester Maths School have seen the squad
improve hugely with skills now progressing alongside their effort and commitment. Several players have now captained the side, notably Olamide Sodeke,
Alex Porter and Ben Williams, which has
allowed the boys to show their leadership skills. They now have three more
games after Christmas and I am sure that
they will continue to improve as a side.
EJR
U13 RUGBY
The U13’s have had some impressive
performances in the recent games, and
squad has developed well throughout
the season so far. There have been some
very close encounters against Ravenswood School and Wallington County
Grammar School, as well as convincing
GGS Newsletter

performances against Maidstone Grammar School, Robert Clack School and
Beth’s Grammar School. The squad’s
speed of play and intensity has been one
element that has definitely improved
throughout the course of the season.
There have been some good attendances
at training, so players have been able to
develop a variety of different skills.
Which has culminated in some excellent
performances by both the A and B
teams.
Well done to all the players that have
been committed to the squad so far this
season. There are two more fixtures after Christmas against St Olave’s Grammar School and Simon Langton Grammar
School which are sure to pose a challenge to both our A and B teams.
BPS
U14 RUGBY
Term 1 finished with two physical encounters against Beths and Wilmington
with Abdel Elkhouli stepping in to play as
wing and was very physical earning him
man of the match. In the following contest against a strong Ravenswood team.
Denis Piralic produced a man of the
match performance for his work rate and
ruthlessness and due to this huge effort
he earned the team a try.
We next hosted Maidstone Grammar
School and were without our captain
Henry Bowler so Freddie Barrett took
the responsibility. We started the game
with 13 players and lacked physicality
and self belief. In a fantastic performance, Gravesend turned the game on
its head running in three unanswered
tries and had the opposition against the
ropes who were saved by the final whistle. Valentino Crentsil and Matt Denman
earned themselves Man of the Match for
their fantastic tackling and evasion in
attack.
The following week our numbers were
bolstered with the return of several players but we were not victorious against a
strong Rochester Maths side. Our game
play and skills have been developing and
there has been improvements in every
performance. The tough competition we
have faced has been challenging but we
must have self confidence in our abilities
and take the opportunities given by the
opposition and continue to work on our
physicality from the very start of games
in order to reach our potential.
WBB

U15 RUGBY

The season has continued to be affected
by cancellations with games against
Beths and Maidstone GS not taking
place. We have also had a number of
setbacks through injury and indiscipline,
notably losing Harvey Emery (10F) to a
long term injury. We wish Harvey a
speedy recovery!!!
We have therefore found it difficult but
have carried on and put in some good
performances. The scoreline in our loss
to Ravenswood did not do our team justice, with a superb defensive display
spearheaded by Oli Perkins (10F). Our
most recent game, against Wallington
County GS, was a much closer affair, with
hard work and commitment the key in
the match. We narrowly lost 19 - 24,
with 2 tries from Harrison Fish (10D) and
1 from Luke Trigg (10F) and 2 conversions from Oliver Perkins. Positive contributions came from across the team, especially from Soloman Dolapo (10H),
who despite his lack of experience is really showing great improvement!!!
We have two more matches to finish the
year, Rochester Maths and Chis & Sid,
matches we hope to do well in.
SAB
SENIOR RUGBY
Senior rugby in the 2016-2017 season continues to be a positive experience, with the
squad having settled as a stronger unit
than in previous years. As a result of this
improved unity and greater team spirit
between the players the seasons has progressed in a positive manner. Although
some results have not gone our way for
one reason or another, there can be no
question of the team’s application in match
fixtures. This has consequently led to our
performances this season being much
stronger than in previous years. As a result
of their attitude and application in matches
we have, as a squad, progressed well from
the previous year turning fixtures where
we lost by 20-30 points last season, into
results where one point makes a difference. The greatest illustration of this was in
the second round of the NatWest cup
against Sevenoaks School. One of the top
schools in the county for rugby and we as a
squad stood up and but for a few refereeing decisions would have progressed
through to the third round. This generated
the momentum for excellent fixtures
against Rochester Maths, Maidstone,
Wallington and Ravenswood. Finally, due
to their commitment in games and
our continually developing team spirit
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and skills senior rugby continues to team who they won against and then
go from strength to strength at GGS. they carried on their winning streak
to the end, winning the group!
FOOTBALL
The Under 16s, also had a strong opposition. They first played St John’s
1st XI
who had a couple of strong players,
North Kent Premier
who some of our team had played
19/10/16- Beths 4- 0- GGS
before and we knew we were going
16/11/16- Bexley Grammar School 3- to have to work hard to win against
3 GGS
them. We came out of that game
unbeaten, to then go and play
Kent Cup
Ebbsfleet, where we did the same.
03/12/16- Hayes School 4- 0 GGS
The team came top of the group!
Overall it was a double victory for
2nd XI
GGS winning in both age groups, and
North Kent Division one
both advance to the next round.
19/10/16- GGS 4- 4 Charles Darwin
Kieran Parrott 10H
30/11/16- GGS 1- Darrick Wood 2
07/12/16- GGS 1- Ravensbourne 4
CROSS COUNTRY

BADMINTON
Badminton Players get double victory
for GGS!
On 28th November GGS took part in
the Kent Schools Badminton competition. We had two teams, Under 14s
and Under 16s. Both teams wanted
to win this tournament and every
player wanted to advance to the
next round. The Under 14s had competition from schools such as St
John’s, who brought two teams,
Ebbsfleet Academy and St George’s.
They first faced a powerful St John’s

I was really impressed with the quality of our runners with none of our
competitors finishing outside the top
20s showing the work we have invested in Athletics Cross Country
club has paid off. A special mention
for Max Charlwood (10F) who came
6th in the Y16s category and Luke
Fenton (7C) who won Bronze in the
U12’s race, both against some strong
opposition. Due to their impressive
performances, Luke and Max have
been selected to run in the Kent
County Schools cross country which
will be taking place in Dover in January.
WBB

On Friday 2nd December, Gravesend
Grammar Athletics & Cross Country
Club went to compete at the District
Cross Country event at Swanley Park.
The Year 7s had to run 2.4km, the
Year 8s and 9s had to run 3.6km and
the Year 10s and 11s had to run
4.8km. We were matched up against
many strong schools in the area and
we competed well with all of our
runners finishing within the top 20.
We had students competing in all of
the races, with the best of our placements being Luke Fenton (7C) winning Bronze in the Year 7 competition.
Max Charlwood 10F

House Rugby is
on
Saturday 28th
January 2017

HOCKEY 2017
The Hockey term is fast approaching. Term 3 will see a busy schedule for both the upper and lower school teams.
There are a total of 9 afterschool fixtures in January and February. There has been a big increase in the amount of
students that have been training regularly on Wednesday evenings to prepare for the up and coming fixtures. If
you have enjoyed Hockey during your games lessons this term and would like to play, you are welcome to attend
training on Wednesdays after school.
U12/13 Fixtures
Thursday, 12th January
Thursday, 19th January
Tuesday, 31st January
Monday, 6th February
Thursday, 9th February
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U14/15 Fixtures
Borden Grammar
Skinners
Rochester Maths
Kent 6s
North Knatchbull

Home
Home
RMS
Kent College
NKS (Bull Lane)

Tuesday, 9th January
Thursday, 2nd February
Tuesday, 7th February
Tuesday, 28th February
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Borden Grammar
Rochester Maths
North Knatchbull
Skinners

BGS
Home
Home
SS
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FIXTURES
http://gravesendgrammar.eu/sports-fixtures/

Forthcoming Events: HOUSE RUGBY
On Saturday 28th January the ever-popular annual House Rugby competition will be being held. Every form from
years 7-11 will be competing. Make sure you have your mouth guard and boots ready and please join in rugby
training after school if you want to get the competitive edge!
Date

Opp

C 1st XV

2nd XV

U15

14/9/16

Hayes

21/9/16

B Kent College W 32-12
Wilmington l *Tsema Ogbe and Ashraf
GS
o Ali

22/9/16

Skinners

24/9/16

B
l
Judd School o L 7-43 *Ned Warren

28/9/16

Simon
Langton

S St Olave’s (National Cup) L 10-26
e W 6-0 * George Bowler
*Andrew Cooke

1/10/16

Robert
Clack

B
l
o

Cancelled

4/9/16

Hurstmere

N
a

W 47 - 0 *Kyran
Pender. Nat Cup

8/10/16

Chatham

B Cancelled

U14

U13A

U13B

U12A U12B

L 5-7 * Harry Nash

K
e

Saturday
Train-

Training

Away

L 7-55 *Valentino
Crentsil

L 58-7
*Toby
Emery

L 44-7
*Josh
Saunders

Can- Cancelled celled

L 36-5 *Arjun Johal

W 27-0
*Josh
Barnes

W 50- 0
*Kartar
Cheema

Can- Cancelled celled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled Can-

L 14 - 43 *Lewis
Pitchell Kent Cup
L 0 - 58 *Nathan
Oram
Cancelled

Cancelled

10/10/16 Sevenoaks

N L 17-7 *Harry Nash. Nat

12/10/16 Beths

U
1

Training

Cancelled

L 30-0 *Abdel
ElKhouli

Wilmington B
15/10/16 Grammar
l Home

Can-

W 50- L 1040
40

Home

Cancelled

L 30-0 *Charles
Martin

Cancelled

Away

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Home

Home

15-15 25-25

L 49-0 *
Connor Harris

L 0 - 55 *Oliver
Perkins

L 40-0 L 50-0

Cancelled

Cancelled

L41-5
L40-20
*Daniel
Adenuga

Term 2
5/11/16

Beths GS
Oakwood
10/11/16 Park

B Cancelled
1 L 8-5 * Havinees
s Vithyakaran

Maidstone
19/11/16 GS

B
l
o L 33-21 *Josh Filmer
B
l
o L 15-7 *Rohan Paul

Wallington
26/11/16 GS

B
l
o L 15-12 *Zac Filmer

L 0-24 *Valentino
L 26-5 *Sehbaaz L 19 - 24 *Luke Trigg/ Crentsil & Matt
Singh
Solomon Dolapo
Denman

B
l Home

Home

Home

10/12/16 Chis and Sid B Away

Away

Away

Ravens12/11/16 wood

3/12/16

Rochester
Maths

GGS Newsletter

L32-23*
Toby EmL 43-7 *Denis Piralic ery
W32-5
L 17-41 *Valentino *Wonderfu
Crentsil
l Ajayi

L 4530

L 30-0

D 15-15 *

D45-45
*Daniel
Adenuga

L 60L 35-0 10

L 0-36 *Valentino
Crentsil

Away

Away

L 45-0 L 60-0

Away

Home

Home

Home Home
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6th FORM INFORMATION &
OPEN EVENING
THURSDAY 12th JANUARY 2017 7pm – 9pm
Talks on all A Level subjects
Advice from specialist staff, tutors and careers advisors
Existing and potential students from other schools
are all welcome
Enquiries: Mrs Langdale 6th Form Administrator
langdales@gravesendgrammar.eu

PTA NEWS
The PTA would like to wish all students, staff and their families fund raising event for the school.
a Happy Christmas. We hope you are able to rest and spend
time with the ones you love, two things definitely not availa- Looking forward to the New Year - we hope to see many of
ble in the shops.
you in and around the school.
Congratulations to those of you who were lucky enough to Merry Christmas
win a prize from the PTA Christmas Draw and a big thank you
to the parents and local businesses who donated items to the Peter Williams
draw. The biggest thank you goes to the families and friends PTA Chairman
who have purchased the draw tickets making it the biggest

250 CLUB
The winners for October 2016 were:

The winners for November 2016 were:

1st

1st
2nd

2nd
3rd

194.56 - No 47 - Member since 2012,
two previous third prize wins
£106.13- No 157- -Member since 2012, no previous wins
£53.06 - No 23 - Member since before 2005
with 3 previous wins in 2006 and 2011

3rd

£195.25 - No 259 - Member since 2016
£106.50 No 156 - Member since 2012
with one previous win
£53.25 - No 253 - Member since 2003 with
2 previous wins in 2005 and 2007

Well, we didn't quite make £200 for the first prize as I'd hoped but with all the comings and goings it is still possible over the
next month or two! All our winners for November have already been paid and are hopefully enjoying their win at this time of
year. The draw for December will take place at the next PTA meeting on 9th January 2017.
I am pleased to say I have located our August first prize winner and they have now been paid which is good news at this time
of year. Merry Christmas to everyone and I hope you all get a break for a bit of rest and relaxation.
Claire Holmes
250 Club Coordinator
GGS Newsletter
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Wednesday, 21st December

LAST DAY OF TERM 2 (Students leave 1:15)

2017
Tuesday, 3rd January
Friday, 6th—Saturday, 7th January
Monday, 9th January
Thursday, 12th January
Tuesday, 24th January
Saturday, 28th January
Monday, 30th January
Wednesday, 1st February
Thursday, 9th February

START OF TERM 3 (WEEK 2)
Year 13 Trial Exams start
Year 13 trip to Cern
Year 12 Consultation
Year 11 6th form Information Evening
Y12 Higher Education Evening
House Rugby
Year 13 Trial Exam grades
Year 11 consultation
LAST DAY OF TERM 3
Ski trip to USA—9th February—17th February
Berlin trip—9th February—13th February

TERM DATES 2017-2018 AND 2018-2019 HAVE NOW BEEN PUBLISHED AND ARE
AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE:
www.gravesendgrammar.eu/

TERM DATES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2016—2017

Finishes:

Monday, 5th September 2016
Year 7 Familiarisation Day
Tuesday, 6th September 2016 – Teaching starts for whole School
Friday, 21st October 2016

Term 2

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 31st October 2016
Wednesday, 21st December 2016

Term 3

Starts:
Finishes:

Tuesday, 3rd January 2017
Thursday, 9th February 2017

Term 4

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 20th February 2017
Tuesday, 4th April 2017

Term 5

Starts:
Finishes:

Tuesday, 18th April 2017
Friday, 26th May 2017

Term 6

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 5th June 2017
Friday, 14th July 2017

Term 1

GGS Newsletter
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